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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the Diophantine equation 
(1)  x 2 + D = yn 
in positive integers x, y, D and n > 2 with gcd(x, y) = 1. When D = 1, the equation 
has no solution by an old result of Lebesgue [14]. We assume from now on that 
D > 1. Eq. (1) has been extensively studied by many authors, in particular, by Cohn 
and Le. See [8,10-13] for several results. We also refer to [8] for a survey. The 
equation is referred as the generalized Ramanujan-Nagell quation who pioneered 
the study on (1). In his paper, Cohn solved (1) completely for 77 values ofD ~< 100. 
The values D = 74, 86 were solved by Mignotte and de Weger [17] and D = 55, 95 
were solved by Bennett and Skinner [2]. Recently, Bugeaud, Mignotte and Siksek 
[6] covered the remaining 19 values <~ 100. We write 
cq 
(2) D=P l  " "PT '=Ds  D2 
where pl . . . . .  Pr are primes, 0t 1 . . . . .  Ot r are positive integers and Ds is the square 
free part of D. We may also consider (1) with primes pl . . . . .  Pr fixed and varying 
Ot 1 . . . . .  Ot r . We mention a few results in this direction. Arif, Muriefah [1] and Luca 
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[15] considered (1) without the condition gcd(x, y) -- 1 when r -- 1 and Pl = 3. 
They found two families of  solutions viz., 
(x, y, oq, n) = (10.3 3t, 7 -  32t, 5 -+- 6t, 3) and (46.33t, 13 • 32t, 4 + 6t, 3). 
Bugeaud [5] showed that 
Eq. (1) with r = 1, pl = 7, n ~ 3 and y = 2 has exactly sbc solutions. 
Bennett and Skinner [2] have also made some contributions on equation (1) with 
r = I and pl c {11, 13, 19,29,43,53,59,61,67}. The methods of [2] and [6] 
involve theory of linear forms in logarithms and the theory of Galois representation 
of  modular forms. Earlier, Luca [16] completely solved (1) when r = 2 and 
(Pl, P2) = (2, 3) using the result on the existence of primitive divisors of  Lucas 
numbers due to Bilu, Hanrot and Voutier [4]. Bugeaud and Shorey [7] applied 
[4] to determine the solutions of (1) when D is square free, D ~ 7 (mod 8) and 
h( -4D)  equals 1 or a power of 2, where h ( -4D)  equals the class number of the 
unique quadratic order of discriminant -4D.  See also Bugeaud [5, Theorems 3,4] 
for some results concerning equation ( 1 ) when D is not square free. We refer to Bilu 
[3] for a correction in the papers of  [5] and [13]. For stating our results we denote 
by h0, the class number of  the quadratic field Q( -v/Z-D~.,. ). Suppose n = 2. Since D 
is odd, we find that 
(x, y) = ( d2 - ,d2+dl )2  
where did2 = D with d l< d2 and gcd(dl, d2) = 1 are solutions of  (1). Thus there 
are exactly 2 r - j  solutions. Henceforth we assume that n > 2. 
Theorem 1. Suppose Eq. ( l )  holds with n > 2. Assume that D is given by (2) with 
D -- 3 (mod 4) and such that y is odd when D = 7 (mod 8). Suppose 
(3) cxl ~- . .  ~ Otr = 1 (mod 2); Pi = 3 (mod 4) for  1 <, i <~ r. 
Then n is odd and every prime divisor o f  n divides 3h0. In particular, suppose ho 
is o f  the form 2~3 # with or, fl non-negative integers, then (1) implies that n = 3 × for 
some integer V >>- 1. 
Let D = 3 (mod 8). The assumptions on D in Theorem 1 imply that the number 
of  primes =- 3 (mod 8) dividing D is odd and the number of primes - 7 (mod 8) 
dividing D is even. Likewise, when D -- 7 (mod 8), we see that the number of 
primes = 3 (mod 8) dividing D is even and the number of primes = 7 (mod 8) 
dividing D is odd. We give two corollaries. 
Corol lary 1. Let n >~ 3 and ho > 1. Assume that D satisfies conditions o f  Theo- 
rem ! with gcd(n, ho) = 1 and 3 { ho. Further we suppose that one o f  the fol lowing 
holds: 
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(i) 311 D. 
(ii) ord3(D) > 1 and none of D~27 + 8 is a square. 
(iii) 3 ~ D and none of  (D + 1)/3, (D -4- 8)/3 is a square. 
Then Eq. (1) does not hold. 
As an example we see that, the equation 
x2q-3 • 11~219 ~3=yn with122 and123 odd 
has no solution. Note that ho = 4 in this case. In section 4, we give all the values 
of D with Ds <. 10000, ho > 1 a power of 2 and for which conditions (ii) or (iii) of 
Corollary 1 are satisfied. For these values of D, we conclude by Corollary 1 that 
Eq. (1) has no solution. For instance, the equations 
x2+3cq7c~231a3 =yn with121,0t2,123 odd, 
x 2 q- 7 ~11 la223 c~3 = yn with 121,122,123 and y odd 
have no solution. 
Next we consider the case of those D satisfying conditions of Theorem 1 with 
h0 = 1. As is well known, there are 9 values of Ds for which h0 = 1. Since D > 1 
is odd, we see that D = pe where p 6 {3, 7, 11, 19, 43, 67, 163} with g odd. By the 
results quoted in the beginning, we see that Eq. (1) is completely solved when D = 
3 e or when g = 1 and p 7~ 163. In the latter case, the only solutions are given by 
(4) (x, y, D, n) ~ {(4, 3, 11, 3), (58, 15, 11, 3), (18, 7, 19, 3), 
(22434, 55, 19, 5), (110, 23, 67, 3)}. 
See [8]. By a result of Darmon and Granville [9, Theorem 2], it is clear that (1) has 
only finitely many solutions whenever D = t e with g > 6 and any integer t > 1. In 
the following corollary we show that (1) has no solution with D = pe whenever g is 
divisible by a prime > 5 and p 6 {11, 19, 43, 67, 163}. 
Corollary 2. Let n >~ 3. Suppose (1) holds with D = pe with p ~ {11, 19, 43, 67, 
163} and g~ odd. Then £ = 3t~5 Y for some non-negative integers ~ and g. In 
particular, i f  g. = 1, then the solutions are given by (4). I f  e is an odd prime then 
the only solution is (x, y, D, n) = (9324, 443, 113, 3). Further suppose D = 7 e with 
g. and y odd. Then Eq. (1) has no solution. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume throughout that (1) holds with Ds -- 3 (mod 4). Let n/> 3. Suppose y is 
even. Then x is odd and D + 1 _-- 0 (rood 8) which contradicts our assumption on y. 
Thus we may assume that 
y is odd and hence x is even 
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while proving Theorem 1 and Corollaries 1 and 2. Suppose n is even. Reducing 
(1) modulo 4, we get Ds = 1 (mod 4), a contradiction. Thus there is no loss of 
generality in assuming that 
n is an odd prime. 
We begin with a lemma which is [2, Theorem 1.2]. 
Lemma 1. Let ~ >>. 7 be prime, ot ~ 2 be an integer. Then the Diophantine quation 
x e + 2~y e = 3z 2 
has no solution in non-zero co-prime integers (x, y, z) with xy ¢ ± 1. 
The following lemma is part of[7, Lemma 1]. See also [12]. 
Lemma 2. The solutions of  the equation 
(5) X 2 + DZ 2 = yN 
can be put in at most 2 °J(v)-I classes where co(Y) denotes the number of  distinct 
prime divisors of  Y. Further in each class there is a unique solution (Xi, Zi, Ni) 
with Xi > O, Y1 > 0 and Ni minimal among the solutions in the class. This minimal 
solution sati.~[ies Ni divides h(-4D),  where h( -4D)  equals the class number of 
the unique quadratic order of  discriminant -4D.  Further Ni = 1 if  D = 1 or 3. 
We observe that if (l) has a solution (x, y, n) then it corresponds to a solution 
(X, Z, N) = (x, 1, n) of(5). Suppose (x, l, n) is in some class, then it can be shown 
that the minimal solution of(5) in that class is of the form (Xi, 1, Nl) of (5). See 
[7, Lemma 1 and pp. 67-68]. If (x, 1, n) is the minimal solution, then n I h( -4D) ,  
by Lemma 2. Suppose (x, 1, n) is not the minimal solution. Then this class has two 
solutions. The following lemma is a special case of [7, Theorem 2]. 
Lemma 3. lfEq. (1) has two solutions in one class then (D, y) c 7-[ 0 where 
7-/0 = {(D, y) [ there exist positive integers r and s such that 
s2 W D= y r and3s2-  D=+l}  
or  
(D, y) E {(19, 55), (341,377)} 
in which case Eq. (1) has exactly two solutions. 
When (D, y) = (19, 55), (341,377), we find that (x, n) = (6, 1), (22434, 5) and 
(6, 1), (2759646, 5) are the solutions of (1), respectively. When (D, y) 6 7-/°, then 
(x, n) = (s, r) and (8s 3 ± 3s, 3r) are solutions of( l ) .  Since n is an odd prime, in the 
latter case we get n = 3. Thus we conclude that 
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Lemma 4. Suppose (x, y, n) is a solution of(l).  Then either n = 3 or n divides 
h(-4D). 
and 
Then 
In the next lemma we compute h(-4D).  Let 
Do = -4Ds,  DI = Dt i fDs--=l(mod4) 
Do=-Ds ,  D I=2Dt  i fDs~3(mod4) .  
D0~0,1  (mod4) and -4D=DoD 2. 
Note that Do is the fundamental discriminant associated to the discriminant -4D.  
We have 
Lemma 5. Let D be odd. Suppose 
plD1 
p#2 
Then 
h(-4D) = 3 ~ Dtlxh(Do) 
where 8 = 0 if  either Ds = 1 (mod 4) or Ds -- 7 (mod 8) or Ds = 3; 8 = 1 i f  Ds =--- 3 
(mod 8) and Ds ~ 3. 
Proof. We have (see [18, pp. 25-26]) 
h(-4D) = h(Do) ~ 
u 
where 
with (-.) denoting the Kronecker symbol and u = 3 when Ds = 3 and 1 otherwise. 
By the definition of Kronecker symbol we have 
(~__~°) = { 1 1 ifDo = 1 (m°d 8)' 
- if Do = 5 (mod 8)  
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and 
Hence 
( -~)=0 i fp lDo .  
~r = 3a Dtlz u 
where ~ = 1 if Do = 5 (mod 8) and Do ¢ -3;  3 = 0 if Do = 1,4 (mod 8) or Do = 
-3.  [] 
We observe that # = 1 if every odd prime dividing Dl divides Do, since then 
(o@) = 0. Now the sets of odd primes dividing Dl and Do are the same as the sets 
of odd primes dividing Dt and Ds, respectively. Hence we find that whenever all 
c~i's are odd, any prime dividing Dt divides D, which, in turn, implies that any odd 
prime dividing D1 divides Do. Hence we get # = 1. This leads to the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3. Suppose D given by (2) is such that all oti 's are odd. Then 
where 
h( -4D)  = 3~h(Do)Dt 
tfDs --= 1,5, 7 (mod 8) or Ds = 3, 
tfDs --- 3 (mod 8), Ds ~ 3. 
Lemma 6. Suppose Eq. (1) holds. Let ho be the class number of the quadratic 
fieM Q(-~Z-D-~s ). Suppose gcd(n, ho) = 1. Then there are integers a, b satisfying 
ged(a, Ds) = 1 and 
2ng-~-=(nl)an-1--  (3)an-3b2Os-q-...-q-(-1)(n-1)/2bn-lo}n-l)/2 
where g = 0 or 1. Also if g = 1, then a and b are both odd. 
Proof. Eq. (1) is 
x 2 + DsD2t = yn. 
Thus 
(x-]- Ot ~v/-~~s ) (x - Ot~ ) = y n. 
Thus we have the ideal equation 
Ix + D, -v/-L-~ ]Ix - Dt-~/Z~s ] = [y]n. 
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Raising both sides to the power ho we see that 
[Ot][~] = [yhO] n 
where [or] = [x + Dt-~/~-Oss]hO; [•] : [x - Dt-~r-~--Oss] h°. The ideals [x + Dt-~rZ-ff~s] 
and Ix - Dt-~/-~~s ] are co-prime since y is odd and gcd(x, y) = 1. Thus we get 
[Or] = [y l ]n;  [~] ~--- [y l ]  n 
for some yx in the ring of integers of Q( -4'-Z-~s ). Thus 
(x + Dt -~Ds ) h° = y~; 
Since gcd (n, h0) = 1, we get 
(6) x -b O t ~  = y~; 
(x - o ,  = y 7 
for some Y2 in the ring of integers of Q( -~%--D~s ). We know that there exist integers 
a, b such that y2 = a + b -~:-D-~s or (a + b-~/-Z--~s)/2 with a - b (mod 2). Thus 
Y2 = (a + b --qcZ--D~s)/2 8 with g = 0 or 1. Further g = 1 if a and b are both odd. 
By comparing the real part in (6), we get 
21n---~(a n (n2)an-2b2(-Ds)  x= -b +(4)an-4b4( -Ds)  2 
(7) -b...+(nn___l)Obn-l(--Ds)(n-l'/2). 
Thus gcd(a, Ds) = 1 since gcd(x, D) = 1. We compare the imaginary parts in (6) 
to get 
1 Ot=~--~((nl)an-lb-(3)an-3b3Ds-l-'..-t-(-1)(n-1)/2bn(Ds)(n-1)/2). 
Now the lemma follows. [] 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND COROLLARIES 1 AND 2 
Proof  of Theorem 1. Let n # 3 with gcd(n, ho) = 1. Assume that D satisfies 
the assumptions of Theorem 1. By Lemma 4, we see that n divides h ( -4D) .  By 
Corollary 3, we get 
n I h(Do)Dt. 
Since Do is the fundamental discriminant associated with D, we see that ho = 
h(Do). As gcd(n, h0) = 1, we find that n I Ot. Since Ot 1 . . . . .  ~r  are odd, the set 
of primes dividing Dt is a subset of the set of primes dividing Ds. Thus n [ Ds. By 
Lemma 6, we get integers a, b, g with gcd(a, Ds) = 1 such that 
(3 )  -~  r~ (n--l)/2 (8) 2ngDt = an-lb _ an-3b 3 +. . .  + (_l)(n-1)/2bn "-'s . 
rl n 
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From this we see that 
(9) ordp(b)=ordp(-~) for every prime p Ib, p¢2.  
Let g = 1. In this case both a and b are odd. Hence from (8) and (9) we get b = 
-t-Dt/n and 
4-2" = a "- l  - 1 (mod n). 
This is not possible since n 76 3. Let g = 0. Again from (8) and (9) we get b = 
:tzD,/n. Reducing both sides of  (8) modulo n we get a"--I ~_-t-1 (mod n) which 
shows that we need to consider only the + sign. Now we get from (8) and (9) that 
,,0~ ,__o~ ,_ (~)o~ ~(~) + (:to,, ,(~) .... 
"n 1"2 D(n- l ) /2 
+ ( -1)  t - ~/ 
gtn 
Suppose a is odd. Reducing mod 8 we get 
( (~)+(~/+)o- ( (~)+(; )+ )~mo~8~, 
i.e., 
( (~)÷(~)+)os- ( (~)+(~)+)  ~mod 8~ 
which gives 
On the other hand, it is well known that 
(~)+(~)÷ +(:)__~ 1 
Thus 
which contradicts (1 1). Thus a is even. Then from (10) we get 
(-1)(n-1)/Z Ds(n-1)/2 = (-1)(n-1)/2 D(n-1)/2 = n (mod 4). 
Since each pi = 3 (mod 4) and n is one of  these pi's we get 
Ds ------ 1 (mod 4). 
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This is a contradiction since Ds ~ D =-- 3 (mod 4). This proves Theorem 1. [] 
P roof  of Corol lary 1. By Theorem 1, we need to take only the case n = 3. We show 
that there exists an integer a with gcd(a, D) = 1 satisfying the following properties. 
(12) Suppose 3 ~ D. Then D = 3a 2 - 1 or 3a 2 -4- 8. 
(13) Suppose 3 I D. Then ord3(D) ~> 3 and D = 27(a 2 + 8). 
Since 3 ~ h0, by Lemma 6, we find that there are integers a, b satisfying cd(a, Ds) = 
1 and 
(14) 8gOt= 3a 2 - b2Ds. 
b 
Suppose 3 q~ D. Then b = +Dr. Then :~z8 g = 3a 2 -- D. Reducing rood 8, 3a 2 - D 5~ 
- 1. This proves (12). 
Suppose 311D. Then we see that 3 divides the right-hand side of(14) since 3 I Ds. 
But 3 does not divide the left-hand side of (14), a contradiction. Thus ord3(D) >t 3 
if 3 I D. Then we get 
8gDt /3=a2 _ b2(Ds/3)  
b 
implying b = -4-Dr~3. Thus we get 
-t-8 g = a 2 -- D/27.  
Reducing the above equation mod 8 we see that a 2 - D /27  5~ 1. Also a 2 - D/27  
- 1, since the primes in D are congruent to 3 (mod 4) and occur with an odd power. 
This proves (13). The assertion of  Corollary 1 follows immediately from (12) and 
(13). [] 
Proof  of Corol lary 2. Let D = pC, p ~ {7, 11, 19, 43, 67, 163} with £ odd and we 
suppose y odd if p = 7. By Theorem l and Corollary 1, we get n = 3, D = 3a 2 - 1 
or 3a 2 + 8. Reducing mod 3, we see that 
11 e =3a 2 -  1 or 3a 2 + 8; 
pe = 3a 2 _ 8 for p ~ {7, 19, 43, 67, 163}. 
We check that 7 e = 3a 2 - 8 is not possible using congruence mod 7. This proves 
Corollary 2 when D = 7 e. Next we consider p ¢ 7. Then we get an equation of  the 
form 
z~ + 8~z~ --- 3a 2 with z2 = -4-1, 3 = 0, 1. 
Now we apply Lemma 1 to conclude that g = 3t~5 × for some non-negative integers 
/3 and y. 
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Let g = 1. By the result of [8] we have the solutions given by (4) for D -¢ 163. Let 
now D = 163. We check that 163 is not of the form 3a 2 - 1 or 3a 2 4- 8. Thus g -¢ 1. 
Suppose ~ is an odd prime. Then ~ = 3, 5. We find that the only possible value is 
D = 113 = 3 • 212 + 8 i.e., a = 21. Further from Lemma 6, we see that b = - 11 and 
using (7), we get x = 9324 which gives y = 443. [] 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section we list several values of D with Ds ~< 10000 and ho > 1 a power 
of 2. We show in Corollary 4 below that conditions (ii) or (iii) of Corollary 1 is 
satisfied for these values of D. Hence by Corollary 1, Eq. (1) has no solution when 
D takes one of these values. We set D = p~p~p~ where a,/4, y are odd integers and 
pJ, p2, p3 are given as follows. Let $1 be the set of values of D with (pl, ~) = (3, 3) 
and 
(P2, P3) E{( I I ,19) , ( l l ,59) , ( l l ,67) , ( I I ,83) , (19 ,59) ,  
(11,107),(19,67),(11,131),(11,179),(19,107), 
(11,227),(19,139),(11,251),(43,67),(19,163)]. 
Let $2 be the set of values of D with pl = 3, a > 3 and 
(P2, P3) E {(7, 23), (7, 47), (23, 31), (23, 47), (7,167), 
(23, 71), (31,79), (7,383), (31,103)]. 
Let $3 be the set of values of D with Pl = 3 and 
(P2, P3) E {(7, 31), (7, 79), (7, 103), (7, 127), (7, 151), (7,199), 
(7,223), (7,367), (7,439), (19, 43)1. 
Let $4 be the set of values of D with 
(P~,P2, P3) ~ {(7, 11,23), (7, 19, 31), (7, 11,71), (7, 23, 43), 
(11,23, 31), (11, 19, 43)}. 
Finally we set $5 to be the set of values of D with 
(Pl, P2, P3) E {(3, 7, 19), (3, 7, 43), (3, 1 l, 31), (3, 7, 59), (7, 11, 19), 
(3, 11,47), (3, 19, 31), (3, 11, 71), (3, 7,227), (3, 7,251), 
(3, 7,283), (3, 31,67), (3, 11,199), (7, 11,107), (3, 7,467)}. 
Corollary 4. Let n ~ 3. Suppose D is given by S1, $2, $3 and $4. Then (1) does not 
hold. Further suppose y is odd. Then (1) does not hold with D given by $5. 
Proof. Suppose (1) holds with D given by $1, Se, $3 and $4. By Theorem 1, we 
may take n = 3. By Corollary 1, we may assume that if 3 I D, then ord3(D) ~> 3. 
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Also as in the proo f  o f  Corol lary 1, there exists an integer a with gcd(a,  D) = 1 
satisfying condit ion (12) or (13). We show that no D satisfies these two condit ions. 
Let D = 3'~7~p ~ with u ~> 3, fl > 0. We have D = 27(a 2 4- 8). Us ing mod 7, 
we find that D = 27(a 2 - 8). Now we use mod 3 to conc lude that c~ = 3 and p - 
2 (mod 3). Thus D ~ $3. 
Let  D e $4. We take D = 7 '~ p~ pr  Further  D = 3a 2 - 1 or 3a 2 4- 8. We reduce 1 2" 
mod 7 to see that D = 3a 2 ÷ 8 and using rood 3, we get p ip2  - 2 (rood 3). Thus 
Ds ~ {7.1 l  .23 ,7 .19 .31 ,7 .11 .71} .  
Suppose Ds = 7 • 23 • 43 = 3a 2 + 8. This is not possible by reducing mod 23. Now 
we take D = 11~23~31 ×, 11~19~43 ×. Reduc ing  mod 11, we see that D = 3a 2 - 
1, 3a 2 ÷ 8, respectively. Now we use mod 3 and mod 19, respect ively to exclude the 
two values o f  D. Thus D ¢ $4. 
Now we take a case belonging to S1. Let D = 33 • 11~19 y. Then D = 27(a 2 4- 
8). We use mod 11 to show that D = 27(a 2 + 8). Now reading mod 3 we get a 
contradict ion since ord3(D) = 3 and a 2 + 8 is always divisible by 3. Al l  other cases 
in $1 are exc luded similarly. Suppose D is g iven by $2. We show that D = 27(a 2 - 
8). Read ing mod 3 this leads to a contradict ion since ord3(D) > 3. 
Every  case in $5 is excluded using congruence argument as above with the pr imes 
p l ,  p2, p3 in D. [] 
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